BLOG TOPICS
Immersive events
Escape rooms
Megagames

Mystery games
Gaming
Geek culture

TESTIMONIALS

PROFILE
Hi there! I blog about a wide
range of gaming hobbies and
interests, including escape
rooms, megagames, immersive
events, mystery games and geek
culture.
I approach all aspects of life with
a geeky enthusiasm and love
exploring new things. My blogs
are characterised by being both
entertaining and well-researched.

CONTACT
becky@beckybeckyblogs.com
www.beckybeckyblogs.com
@beckybeckyblogs

"Becky is great to work with - she’s hard-working, friendly
and reliable. We work with Becky on a lot of events and
she captures so much content; a fab selection of photos,
lots of tweets and Instagram stories and her blogs are
always live within a couple of days. We like the authentic
voice behind BeckyBecky Blogs and we really appreciate
that Becky is honest about only attending events which
she knows are right for her blog audience - it means that
when we do work together, we know that she’s really
passionate about that particular event or client and this
always follows through in her content”.
- Louise Jackson Rogers, PR Executive for
I Like Press
"We approached Becky to participate in one of our
experiences. Becky's online presence and enthusiasm,
was a vital part of us gaining followers and attention. We
will be using Becky in the future and see her as a real
advocate and asset to what we do now at Riptide. Becky
is not only a very talented storyteller and blogger but she
is also really great to work with - often going above and
beyond!"
- Alexander Palmer, Founder and Artistic
Director for Riptide

TESTIMONIALS CONT.
"Becky is an important influencer in the world of
megagames, particularly in social media and especially
through her blog, which is widely read and extensively
shared in the community. Not only that, she is a capable
and important exemplar of the new generation of
megagame designers who are pushing out the scope of
games and exploring the genre more fully. As one of the
few female megagame designers Becky influences and
encourages other female designers with her enthusiasm
and truly excellent megagame designs."
- Jim Wallman, authority figure in megagaming
and designer of Watch The Skies

POPULAR BLOG POSTS
1.

How To Moulin Rouge, Secret Cinema Style
Review of a popular immersive event. Most read
post with over 19,000 page views.

2.

Our Finest Hour: Leeds Escape Room by Escape
Hunt
Sponsored review of a newly opened escape room.

3.

How to be one of the Lucky Ones
Sponsored three-blog series in collaboration with
immersive theatre company Riptide.

SOME STATS
Monthly Page Views: 2000
Monthly Users: 1000
Instagram Followers: 700

GUIDELINE FEES
SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING (min. 3 Tweets, 2 Instagram
posts, 3 Instagram stories, 1 Facebook post): £25
BLOG POST WITH SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING: £50

CONTACT

BESPOKE PACKAGES: on request

becky@beckybeckyblogs.com
Paid blogs will feature full disclosure and no-follow links, as
www.beckybeckyblogs.com
@beckybeckyblogs

per Google and ASA regulations.

